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Nassim Nicholas Taleb’s landmark Incerto series is an investigation of good luck, uncertainty,
probability, opacity, human being mistake, risk, disorder, and decision-making in a global we
don’ richly filled with insights, stories, fine phrases and intriguing asides. Just as human being
bones get stronger when subjected to stress and tension, many things in life benefit from
disorder, volatility, and turmoil.Antifragile, The Black Swan, Fooled by Randomness, and the
expanded edition of The Bed of Procrustes, updated with more than 50 percent fresh
material—are now together in one boxed set. “specifically the experts— “ . .Startling .t understand,
in nonoverlapping and standalone books.””The Wall Street Journal   All four volumes— What
Taleb has identified and calls “antifragile” is normally that category of things that not merely
gain from chaos but need it in order to survive and flourish. The astonishing success of Google
was a black swan;Financial Times   What is crucial can be that the antifragile adores errors, as
it incurs small harm and large advantages from them. The Bed of Procrustes takes its title from
Greek mythology: the story of a man who made his visitors meet his bed to perfection by either
stretching them or reducing their limbs.   THE BLACK SWAN    [A book] that altered modern
thinking.the marketplaces——THE DAYS (London)   A black swan is a highly improbable event with
three principal characteristics: It is unpredictable; it carries a massive impact; and, following
the reality, we concoct an explanation that makes it appear less random and more
predictable. The resilient resists shocks and stays the same; With a rare mix of pointed wit and
potent wisdom, Taleb plows through human illusions, contrasting the classical sights of courage,
beauty, and erudition against the modern illnesses of nerdiness, philistinism, and phoniness. In
this groundbreaking and prophetic reserve, Taleb shows that black swan events underlie
almost anything about our world, from the rise of religions to occasions in our very own
personal lives, and yet we— ANTIFRAGILE  are blind to them.” FOOLED BY RANDOMNESS  
“Fooled by Randomness can be an irreverent, eye-opening, and endlessly amusing exploration
of among the least understood forces in our lives.s crystalline nuggets of idea stand alone like
esoteric poems.— Fooled by Randomness is about luck: more exactly, about how exactly we
perceive luck in our personal and professional encounters.Malcolm Gladwell, THE BRAND NEW
Yorker   Are we capable of distinguishing the fortunate charlatan from the genuine visionary?
Must we constantly try to uncover non-existent messages in random occasions?——”[Fooled by
Randomness] is to conventional Wall structure Street wisdom approximately what Martin Luther’
This assortment of aphorisms and meditations expresses Taleb’ THE BED OF PROCRUSTES  
“Taleb’s ninety-five theses were to the Catholic Church.   Set against the backdrop of the very
most conspicuous forum in which luck is mistaken for skill— the antifragile gets better and better.
s major ideas in ways you least expect. Spanning politics, urban planning, battle, personal
finance, economic systems, and medicine in an interdisciplinary and erudite style, Antifragile
can be a blueprint for surviving in a Black Swan globe. so was 9/11.
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Nassim Nicholas Taleb is one of the best thinkers about analyzing complex sociable problems
and human behavior Nassim Nicholas Taleb is one of the best thinkers about analyzing
complex sociable problems and human behavior. His books are helpful and provocative, and
keep you pondering their communications for years afterward. I love that I have to struggle.
The sarcasm and hyperbole are necessary to eliminate our masks, our illusions, that items
appear as others have told us they perform. Acerbic Wit and Fundamental Truth Nassim Taleb
is simply delightfully fun to read, with aserbic wit and over-reaching hyperbole illustrating the
truths that are so basic and underlying all common sense that we do not see. After reading
them, you will see that the majority of the literature in general management, leadership and
related topics are outright junk. I get everything up to "anti-fragile", can treat it, can "discover"
it in muscle tissue development, but still battle to grasp it in web architectures and networks.
Anyone interested in individual behavior and its own intersection with economics needs to
read these books. and what we are able to do personally and as a society to minimize cost of
bad, and raise the benefit of good A meditation on the unforeseen, and what we are able to
carry out personally and as a society to minimize cost of bad, and increase the good thing
about good, unforeseen events. Not really for the faint of heart or the uninquiring brain,
however. bold and surprisingly funny.It reminded me of my worries for the instability of the food
distribution network, the energy net, and the Internet. All could be brought to a standstill by
code hackers or high-altitude electromagnetic pulse. I cannot stress enough how that is a must
read for everybody with "skin in the overall game". Great books! I assume this is only a
manufacturing error though, which really is a little annoying when reading but the information
contained in the books is great! An absolute must have for everyone's library I am in industrial
finance (Taleb makes fun of my ilk) and I find his views about risk to be enlightening. I really like
Taleb as a writer, very intelectually stimulating but not dry. I've however, found a portion of 10
pages in one of the books to be inserted ugly and backwards. Taleb discusses the financial
disruptions of 2008, and today's economic climate seems even less stable than it was before
that fall. great books with a whole lot of insights. Highly recommended Amazing books which will
concern your beliefs and globe view. Simple concepts - utterly lifestyle transforming - prepare
to end up being confronted Best group of books I've go through. Well thought out and
spaning history, economics, figures, mathematics and other topics. Completely reframed my
globe view. New levels of ownership, gratitude, and pleasure of existence all from some basic
(well illustrated) concepts. Excellent set of books by taleb Probably the most interesting writers
of today Missing pages 47-70 in Fooled by Randomness Excellent so far, but in Fooled by
Randomness, Chapter 3 is missing web pages 47-70 Essential read seriew Irreverent, witty,
profound. Therefore it is both a "light" and a "heavy" browse. Not for the faint of center or the ...
Insightful, bold and amazingly funny. Both personal and analytical, it weaves personal tales
into description of complex concepts. In the event that you examine this before or throughout
your first program in college figures, you probably will get kicked out by the "no pores and skin
in the overall game" professor.. definitely stretched my thinking! These books aren't for the weak
minded or "whoa is usually me" type - they WILL Problem you intellectually and personally. I
arrived to NNT's other reserve, fooled by randomness through a recomendation from a friend.
Immediately decided I would read every one of them Five Stars This is excellent.
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